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Surgical Malpractice
By Frances S. Norris M.D.
The Ribicoff Report on Medical Malpractice is one
of the most important events in 20th century
American medicine. This Senate Report charged that
the burgeoning problem of malpractice litigation, most
- severe in the District of Columbia, New York, and
California, has been generated by malpracticing
physicians. One month after the Ribicoff Report was
issued, the First National Conference on Medical
Malpractice also found malpractitioners the principle
cause of malpractice litigation, rather than litiginous
patients or greedy lawyers. Predictably, the medical
malpractice issue went ignored at the, 1970 A.M.A.
Council on Medical Ethics. The A.M.A. House of
Delegates, ignoring obvious conflict of interests in
physician-owned medical agencies, refused this year to
censure the practice of, physician-ownership of
profit-making hospitals. It is increasingly evident that
the A.M.A. abdicates responsibility for medical.
malpractitioners in the U.S. Yet, the certainty of
federal health insurance and federal standards review
measures makes frank appraisal of the malpractice issue
of great importance to the privateenterprise system and
to the majority of American physicians. The average
doctor seems unaware that the range of medical
malpractice extends from unintentional •negligence to
criminal profiteering, and that the prevention of
malpractice litigation lies not in protective legislation
or national insurance for physicians, but in establishing'
medical·legal controls against surqical-medical
malpractitioners.
There are multiple facets of unregulated surgical
practice which engender and perpetuate corruption.
Far more unnecessary surgery is performed on gullible
patients in fiigh·profit, privately owned hospitals than
is performed in non-profit, cornmunitv-oriented
hospitals. Conflict between professional standards and
profit motives promotes malpractice in doctor-owned,
high profit health facilities. Hospital owning physicians
may, without jeopardy, sanction and protect obvious
malpractice among themselves, out of profit
motivation. Internal regulatory committees of such
hospitals are, by and large, fraudulent fronts, and files
from such hospitals constitute repositories of recorded
malpractice. Victimization of trusting patients by
American surgeons, many of whom are without
training or certification, has been discussed in a
growing body of literature (1-13). Attracted by the
extremely lucrative surgical speciality are 68,000
American surgeons, 57,000 of whom are not even
board certified (1), many of whom represent not only
a loss, but a perversion, of medical manpower. Excess
numbers of surgeons, whose physician potential is
badly needed in other medical specialties, actually
increase the rate of unnecessary and technically bad
surgical operations. Honest audits on surgical patients
before their coming to operation have markedly
reduced the rate of surgery performed (1-5).
Solo-practicinq surgeons, charging incommensurately
high fees, perform much more unnecessary surgery
than do capitation or salaried surgeons (3, 4, 14).
Quality control measures to standardize the practice of
surgery deserve very high priority and must be
instituted. What are aspects of surgical malpractice?
(See MALPRACTICE, p. 3)
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The Case of Edgar Smith
by Harold C. Gordon was a jobless ex-marine, a high
I know not whether Laws be right, school drop-our, and a
. Or whether Laws be wrong; jack-of-all-trades. He is today--
Ali that we know who lie in gaol thirteen years and eighteen
Is that the wall is strong; appeals later-·ajail~ouse. lawyer
And that each day is like a year, of the first rank, the author of
A year whose days are long. two books, and a candidate for
-Oscsr Wilde Mensa··the genius fraternity. He
is, in the words of his friend
William F. Buckley, "a most
extraordinary man who may not
succeed in triumphing over the
chair but has clearly triumphed
over himself."
The case of Edgar Smith
begins on the bitterly cold
evening of March 4, 1957 when
Vick ie Ziel inski, a pretty
fifteen-vear-old schoolgirl, left
her home in Ramsey, New
Jersey to study at a friend's
house and never returned. The
"Edgar Smith is no one very
important." So commented a
newspaper editorial on his first
stay of execution in 1958. If
that statement were true
then-which is to say that a
condemned man who may in
fact be innocent is "no one very
important ..-It is certainly not
true now. In 1957, when he was
convicted of the brutal slaying
of a teenage girl, Edgar Smith
Jesus Christ
"Jesus Christ Superstar," the acclaimed British rock opera,
is coming to GW this Spring via the efforts of third year
student Shelly Smith, and the "Advocate:' The album by Tom
Rice and Andrew lloyd Webber will be staged and presented
for five performances in early May at the University' Center
Theater.
Smith, who will direct the production, disclosed that the
proceeds from all performances will go to the Citizen's
Environmental Planning Foundation, an organization which
will tackle the pollution crisis on a long range basis. Smith
went on to explain that the Foundation consists of engineers,
lawyers, scientists, economists, and architects who hope to
avoid the mistakes which have beset the one-sided approach of
the specialists. Citing the renowned planner R. Buckminster
Fuller, Smith stressed that there is no time for petty
competition now and no room for any more mistakes. By the
year 2001, he said, we will either be living in abundance or be
reduced to charred crisps on a dead planet of soot.
While the catalyst for the production was the desire to fund
the Citizen's Environmental Planning Foundation, Smith
hopes to employ his past experience in dramatics and the
talents of the university community to produce a polished
first-rate production. At this writing, a full cast has been
selected and rehearsals are underway.
The opera itself deals with the last few days in the life of
Christ and ends with the crucifixion. Hopefully, if the
production is a success, this second coming will not be in vain.
following morning her half
naked body was discovered in a
nearby sandpit--her skull totally
crushed by a fourteen pound
boulder. Police efforts to. solve ..
. the murder were stymied until a
young man named Joe Gilroy
came forward. Gilroy explained
that his friend Edgar Smith had
borrowed his car the previous
evening and shortly after it had
been returned he' discovered a
small spot on. the front seat
which appeared to be blood.
Under questioning, Gilroy
revealed that Smith had known
the dead girl casually and that in
fact he and his family--a wife
and infant daughter··lived in a
trailer camp not far from the
scene of the crime. That was all
the police needed; Smith was
picked up at 11 :00 that night.
What followed, as recounted
by Smith in his book Brief
Against Death, reads rather like
an anthology of the police
tactics later outlawed by the
Warren Court: he was not
advised of his right to remain
.sil ent (Miranda v. Arizona,
1966), his requests for a lawyer
were repeatedly denied
(Escobedo v. Illinois, 1963), and
vital pieces of evidence, in the
form of the jacket and shirt he
had worn the previous night,
were obtained from his
mother-In-law's house without
his permission and without a
search warrant (Mapp v. Ohio,
1960). All this took place over a
period of a day and a half during
which time he was allowed no
sleep, little to eat, and was under
interrogation for over fourteen
hours·-alternately 'being
browbeaten with threats of the
electric chair and coaxed by
promises of a light sentence if he
agreed to "cooperate:'
Smith's charges that he had
been mistreated were vigorously
denied by the detectives named
in his book. However, it appears
from his version of what took
place that as the police had
determined from the tire tracks
found at the scene that a car of
the same make as Gilroy's had
been parked there, they
hammered away at him as the
prima-and in point of fact the
only-suspect.
What had been his activities
on the night of the murder?
Smith replied that the oil heater
of his trailer was not working so
he borrowed Gilroy's car to get
some fuel oil. When he returned
he was still unable to start the
heater so he then called Gilroy
to explain that he was taking his
wife· and baby to his
mother-in-law's for the night. He
picked up Gilroy on the way and
turned the car over to him when
he reached his destination.
What had he done with the
clothes he had been wearing that
night? The police had obtained
the jacket and shirt, which had
been washed by the time they
were picked up. (When asked
why, Smith replied that they
were dirty.) As for the rest,
ill/I
Smith said that he had discarded
the shoes when the man at the
local shoe shop pronounced
them beyond repair and that he
had "gotten sick over" his pants
on the night in question and had
thrown them away too. Both
items were shortly recovered:
the shoes revealed traces of soil
from the sandpit area and one
leg of the pants was stained with
type 0 blood-the same type as
Vickie Zielinski. Mrs. Smith,
unaware that a wife cannot be
'required to testify against her
husband, identified the pants as
his. Was Smith ready to
"cooperate" now?
At this point-from fear,
guilt, or plain exhaustion-Smith
broke down and agreed to make
a statement on condition that he
would not be required to sign it.
Yes, he had stopped for Vickie
on the night of the murder and
offered her a ride home. Yes,
they had gone by way of the
sandpit; in fact it had been her
suggestion--she was afraid lest
(See SMITH, p. 2)
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Waiting
they be seen together and word
get back either to her jealous
boyfriend Don Hommell or to
her brutal and possessive father.
Yes, they had parked briefly and
had been talking when Vickie
suddenly blurted out a nasty
remark (which Smith later
claimed was a charge that his
wife had been unfaithful! and he
had struck her with his hand.
The girl then fled the car. Smith
claimed that he could not recall
the exact details but he firmly
insisted that the girl had been
alive the last time he saw her.
Statement completed, he was
taken to a cell where he
immediately collapsed on the
bed.
Change in Story
Had the case ended
here--which is exactly where the
Bergen County prosecutor's
office maintains that it has
ended--it would be nothing more
than a successful piece of crime
detection. However, once
fortified with a few hours sleep,
Smith glanced through a printed
copy of his statement and flatly
refused to sign it. (He did not
learn until the trial that by
reading the statement and not
objecting to its contents he had
done the equivalent of signing it
under New Jersey law.)
Furthermore, when permitted a
lawyer, he proceeded to make
drastic changes in his story.
While he admitted that the
substance of what he had told
the police was true, he claimed
that he had only told them half
of what had actually taken
place. He claimed that when
Vickie ran from the car he had
attempted to follow her but was
unable to do so because he had
injured his ankle while bowling a
few nights before. He limped
back to the car and was about to
leave when he saw two figures
approaching: one was Vickie,
who had fallen and was bleeding
profusely' from a gash on the
side of her head, and the other
was her boyfriend Don
Hommell. Acquainted with
Hommell, and aware that he had
'a very violent temper, Smith
armed himself with a baseball
bat which was lying in the back
seat and then confronted the
pair. He offered to take Vickie
to the hospital but Hommell
would have none of the idea.
When Vickie attempted to climb
back into the car Hommell
yanked her back, causing her
head to fall against Smith's leg,
drenching his pants with blood.
Inasmuch as Vickie was
Hommell's girl, Smith dropped
the bat and left. When asked
why he did not tell the whole
story from the beginning, he said
that when he met Hommell the
next day and asked about
Vickie, Hommell had threatened
to harm his family if he said
anything more about what had
happened.
Hommell's Alibi
As cou Id be expected,
Smith's new statement left
Prosecutor Guy Calissi singularly
unimpressed·-even after the
police recovered the baseball
bat. To be sure, the story does
seem rather contrived by itself
but it held up under the truth
to live
serum test which Smith agreed
to take (although the results
were later held "inadmissable"
at the trial), and it is compatible
with much of the prosecution's
evidence. For example, the'
coroner who examined the body
testified that while the girl
conceivably could have been
murdered before 11 :00 P.M., the
murder had probably been
committed around 1 :00 A.M. or
even later-at which time Smith
was at his mother-in-law's and
had been there since 10:00 P.M.
Also, the dead girl's clothing had
been spattered with tiny
fragments of bene-Smith's
clothing did not reveal the
slightest trace of bone. Finally, a
woman named Mrs. Wood
testified that she had seen Don
Hommell prowling around the
vicinity of her home on the day
after the murder--the same area
where Smith told the police he
had disposed of his pants. (When
the pants were discovered it was
in a different area, substantially
closer to the scene of the crime.)
Mr. Calissi, however,
remained unimpressed--so much
so in fact that he made Don
Hommell one of his star
witnesses. Hommell, of course,
had an alibi--he was at Pelzer's
Tavern at the time the murder
had been committed. Mr. Pelzer
supported his story at the trial
but later repudiated it;
apparentlv . he had been as
intimidated by the man as Smith
had been. (Hommell was later
arrested for alleged acts of
brutality against teenaged boys
in a Maryland reformatory.)
Theory With Holes
Convinced of Smith's guilt,
Calissi set about constructing his
theory of the crime. Assembling
all the evidence he concluded
that Smith had picked up
Vickie, driven her to the sandpit,
made advances toward her and
raped her (an attempt to
establish felony murder which
fell flat when the coroner
testified that while there were
tooth marks on the girl's breasts,
her panties were "immaculate"
and her virginity was intact).
that Smith had chased her a
distance of 334 feet, struck her
with a baseball bat (the bat was
found some 160 feet away from
the scene of the alleged braining
however). that he had brought
her 364 feet to the sandpit and
from there to a mound 60 feet
away where he finally dashed
her brains out with a boulder.
This is a most interesting
theory in the light of the
evidence already discussed and it
becomes progressively more so
when the time element is added.
The prosecution's own witnesses
testified that Vickie had left her
girlfriend's house at 8:30 and
that Smith had called Joe Gilroy
at about 9: 10-·a total of forty
minutes. It is unlikely that
Smith could have picked up
Vickie before 8:35 or 8:40, the
drive to the sandpit took seven
minutes, and Smith would have
had to have left by 8:55 in order
to have reached his trailer by
9:00--the time at which he
claimed he arrived home.
Allowing him ten minutes to
struggle with the oil heater
or Die
before he called Gilroy, there
remains a space of roughly
fifteen minutes unaccounted for
in which he could have run
through Mr. Calissi's obstacle'
course--hardly enough time even
if he had trained for the event,
,let alone having to do it with an
injured ankle.
If. it now seems incredible
that twelve people of ordinary
intelligence and character could,
after careful thought and
deliberation, conclude that
Edgar A. Smith, Jr. was guilty of
first degree murder beyond any
reasonable doubt, it must be
explained that the case was tried
in a highly emotional
atmosphere. The local press had
a field day with the sensational
aspects of the murder and much
of the coverage could not be
regarded as completely unbiased.
For example, one paper ran a
front page story STATE
PUSHES FOR SPEED IN
SMITH CASE which slighted the
details of the official
proceedings in favor of a
maudlin account of the slain
girl's funeral, a lurid description
of the scene of the crime, and
brief news item about the
accused: "At Bergen County Jail
Smith has been playing cards
and talking congenially with
other prisoners." It may be
assumed that the thousands of
potential jurors who read those
wo rd s drew their own
conclusions.
Judge's Charge'
The i nstructions of the
presiding judge--himself the
father of a teenage girl--sealed
Smith's fate. If, said His Honor,
the jury found that Smith had
killed Vickie Zielinski they were
to determine whether "the
murderous act, the killing, the
bashing and crushing of her
head, the braining ... " had been
committed with intent to kill. If
they found that he had intended
.to kill Vickie "by bashing in her
.face and head with willful,
deliberate death-dealing
blows ... " and there had been
premeditation, they were then
to return a verdict of first degree
m u r d e r . U rr d e r the
circumstances it took the jury
less than two hours to have
lunch and reach the verdict
which by now was a foregone
conclusion. Edgar Smith was
sent to the Death House where
he remains today-the longest
tenant in our history.
Much could be written about
the many appeals which
followed Smith's conviction but
the real story is the change that
took place In- the man himself.
For a while he remained
essentially the same but during
his fifth year on death row his
wife divorced him and the
emotional crisis proved to be the
turning point of his life. He
wrote: "I began to do something
I had waited twenty·eight years
to do: I began growing up ... For
the first time in my life, I took a
good look at myself, and I did
not like what I saw. I was a
thoroughly indolent, immature,
half-educated drifter ... lt was
time, I decided, that Edgar
Van. Vleck Finals:
On Friday, February 19, the Final Upperclass Appellate
Competition will be held in Auditorium 100 of new building
"C." Joel Birken and Jonathan Broome, appellants, will be
arguing against Gary Strausberg and Fred Wolf, appellees.
The [udqes for the Final Round will be the Solicitor
General, the Honorable Erwin N. Griswold; William H.
Rehnquist, Assistant Attorney General of the United States;
and Mr. Clark R. Mollenhoff. .
The participants in the Final Round have argued in two
preliminary rounds and a semi-final round. The same case was
argued in all four rounds of the competition. All participating
teams were required to argue both the appellant's and the
appellee's position in the first two preliminary rounds.
This year's case is based on the Maryland statute requiring
all public school students and teachers to stand and render an
approved salute and to pledge allegianre to the United States flag.
The statute provides an exemption on the basis of religious
objection. The Maryland statute was challenged in Lundquist,
individually and asnext friend of Lundquist, a Minor v. State
of Maryland, and the Board of Education of Anne Arundel
County and its individual members in the Circuit Court for
Anne Arundel County. Judge Matthew S. Evans, of that court,
found the statute unconstitutional. The United States
Supreme Court case of West Virginia Board of Education v.
Barnett, (1943) was found to be controlling. The arguments
have been an appeal of that case in the ficticious jurisdiction
of Van Vleck.
The public is invited to attend the argument, but because
of the limited seating capacity of the auditorium, seats will
have to be on a first come basis.
Smith set about to straighten
out his messed-up life."
A New Life
The "straightening out"
process included earning a high
school diploma, taking college
courses by mail, studying law,
and reading a wide variety of
books and periodicals. Among
the latter was National Review
which led to his friendship with
its editor, William F. Buckley.
In 1968 his Brief Against
Death appeared and was well
received by both the critics and
the public. It is an unusual book
for a number of reasons: for its
total lack of self pity or appeals
to sympathy, for its claritv and
cool logic, and for its occasional
flashes of dry humor-remarks
on "life in the Death House" or
"living under an electric Sword
of Damocles." Such levity,
however, can be misleading as
his friend William Buckley
discovered when he innocently
commented on Smith's
"serenity" and received in reply
what must surely rank as one of
the greatest masterpieces of
plain statement in the English
language:
Your referencesto my
serenity, imperturbability,
etc., impute that I am
some Buddha-like
anachronism, fast
approaching Nirvana. Tell
me-does the fact that I
am in the Death House
mean to you that I should
be perpetually atop a
soapbox, shouting my
protestations to a cold,
cruel, unhearing world?
The fact is that what you
mistake for serenity, or an
air of detachment, is
nothing more or lessthan
the realization on my part
of the fact that my
situation isnot-going to be
improved by breast-
beating and lamentations,
however loud or
sustained-it can only be
changedby and in a court
of law. Perhapsmy letters
should be appropriately
tear-stained when they
arrive at your office, giving
them a more pathetically
desperatequality. Again, if
it would do me any good,
I would cry you a river-a
la Julie London.
It now appears, however, that
Mr. Smith will not have to resort
to that particular device. Late in
'1968 the Supreme' Court
reversed and remanded his case
for a full rehearing which is now
being. held. If he succeeds in
obtaining a new trial-and the
chances of that appear excellent
at the moment--there is little
doubt but that he will ultimately
be acquitted.
So, he writes "Edgar Smith is
still waiting, but now the wait is,
hopefully, a wait for freedom,
not a wait for execution. The
road has been a long and bumpy
one, and there were many times
when I felt I was travelling
backwards, but I have managed,
not always easily or cheerfully,
to survive, and in the process I
have learned much and made a
great many friends. For this I am
grateful. Perhaps the day is not
too far off when I will step out
the door of this prison a free
man, remembering the words of
Martin Luther King: 'Free at'
last. Free at last. Thank God
Almighty, free at last: "
WE NEED ADS
We pay a"25% commission
to any student who solicits
an ad for the Advocate.
Call Diana Drisko at
338·7337 for infonnation.
Prof. Carlson Resigns To
by Charles C. Dunn
Editor-in-Chief
Professor C. Kent Carlson has
decided to resign from the
-facultv at the National Law
Center and accept a position
with a Seattle law firm in order
to ,"give private practice a
chance." His decision did not
'come from a discontent with
teaching (he states the exact
opposite is true); rather he feels
he must try private practice in
order to decide in his own mind
which type of professional is the
most fulfilling for him.
PROF. C. KENT CARLSON
Prof. Carlson feels that GW
has one of the better law schools
in the country because of the
breadth and depth of the
curriculum; he states that the
NLC offers more' sophisticated
courses in more fields of law
than those offered in most law
schools. It seems to him that the
quality of the incoming students
increases each veat.and that the
NLC should develop into an
outstanding law school if (and
this is a big if) the University's
financial condition improves.
University and law school
finances presents another type
of problem to Prof. Carlson:
there is, he says, inadequate
(almost non-existent) disclosure
of law school finances to the
faculty. He doesn't feel that the
faculty can make certain policy
decisions without knowing the
economic consequences of those
decisions-for example: many
classes' are too large but is it
economically feasible to reduce
the size of these classes?; how
can the faculty add a new course
which might attract "x" number
of students without knowing its
economic consequences?, how
much can the University afford
to give economic support to
clinical law programs? (And a
question the Advocate . asks is:
Why isn't there a published
balance sheet and income
statement for the law school
itself,or does the law school
economically - support other
parts of the University?)
Student-Faculty Rapport
Prof. Carlson feels that the
large majority of our faculty are
dedicated to teaching and have
the best interests of the students
at heart. He said that during the
much publicized Wed. night
trial judge) and' that only, 16
students registered for Ralph
Nader's course last fall.
Prof. Carlson said that the
law school does its worst job in
the area of legal writing. He said
that a lot of junk gets passed as
satisfaction for the legal writing
requirement. He thought that
the only good job done in this
area was by the law review,
which was notto say that the style
and format of a law review
article were to be the only kind
emulated.
But again, he felt that there
might be economic reasons
behind the problem in that a
good paper requires a low
student-faculty ratio with many
hours spent with the supervising
professor.
Writing a paper, to his way of
thinking, should be an exciting
experience because a law student
can become an expert on a
narrow question of law and be as
knowledgeable as anyone in the
country on a particular question
and therefore can be creative in
formulating an answer' to the
question. Satisfaction of the
writing requirement should
entail a good deal of research
and should result in a
well-written, original and creative
piece.
He suggested that the
supervisi ng professors shou Id
place the best papers in the
library and should stimulate the
students to have them published
so that they might have a real
impact on the development of
the law. {The Advocate would
welcome shortened versions of
your papers for publication).
Clinical Law and the 3rd Year
Prof. Carlson stated that all
students should have a minimum
of 2-4 hours of clinical law
courses. He gave four reasons for
this: (1) they give the students
confidence in working with legal
problems, (2) students will see
why the theories they learn in
class are important, (3) students
w ill experience "professional
responsibility" in having a duty
to their clients, and (4) students
wi II experience "ethical
responsibility" in obtaining
evidence, presenting testimony
and counseling clients.
For third year law students,
he would emphasize developing
skills other than briefing and
reciting cases such as:
negotiating, writing, oral
arguments of the Van Vleck
type and trial work of the
Students-in-Court type. He
would also like to see a few
short papers required in more of
the traditional case-method
courses.
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Hidden Complexities of Surgical Malpractice
Who can recognize them and apply quality control
measures to them?
Anatomic pathologists are medically responsible as
hospital peer reviewers for. reporting 'and interpreting
disease in surgical and autopsy specimens. Deliberately
substandard or falsified reportage by hospital
pathologists is a grave threat, and is indirectly
responsible for the current status of surgical
malpractice. Unethical surgeons, recognizing
pathologists' financial dependency on
s u rgeo n -"customers," may demand revision of
pathology reports jeopardizing their insurance
payments for unjustified operations. Dishonest
surgeons falsify insurance and operative reports and
perform criminally motivated operations that are
contradicted rather than substantiated by clinical and
laboratory findings. Dishonest surgeons cynically
deprive their paying patients of the valuable
diagnostic-prognostic acumen of the hospital
pathologist by refusing to relay patients' histories to
the pathologist along with their surgical specimens.
Careless surgeons refuse to label topography of
diseased specimens with the result that cancer,
unexpectedly remaining within the patient, is in
undetermined location at the operative site. Surgeons
fail to obtain preoperative frozen section examinations
of suspected diseased tissue, and consequently perform
needless or needlessly radical surgery. Prophylactic
frozen section examination of ovaries prior to female
castration is rarely if ever used, and it is a safe estimate
that probably 80% of female castrates are victims of
unnecessary surgery. Malpracticing surgeons shrug off
the threat of malpractice litigation, feeling secure with
malpractice insurance and confident of the helplessness
of their unknowing patients. Malpracticing surgeons
demand modification of autopsy findings by the
hospital pathologist in order to avoid being implicated
in the cause of death. Many hospitals autopsies are
done with appalling brevity, inaccuracy and
obfuscation, failing completely to provide needed
information about patients' diseases and their
treatment. The Joint Commission on Hospital
Accreditation irresponsibly maintains a detached view
of totally worthless autopsy examinations of hospital
patients, and is responsible for the declining usefulness.
of this essential hospital peer review mechanism.
Unscrupulous doctors have little to fear from
medical agencies that the public imagines are
controlling the quality of medical care. Hospitals,
medical societies, insurance companies, and state
legislatures fail dismally in their responsibility to
protect the public from medical practitioners. State
disfavor, which hampers hospital peer reviewers, also
hampers the fearful medical society peer reviewer. The
practice of countersuing medical society peer reviewers
by irate malpractitioners has virtually nullified the
effectiveness of state peer review groups and of state
malpractice legislation. State law now permits any
doctor to call himself a specialist without obtaining
any specialty training and certification. Under present
law, a doctor is not required to restrict himself to those
areas in medicine in which he has been tested and
found capable. Medical specialty regulatory societies,
like the Commission on Laboratory Accreditation, may
be directed by completely unqualified sycophants
appointed by incumbents whose financial interests
depend on maintaining an unmonitored status quo.
The College of Surgeons has failed, for over 50 years,
to vindicate the mutilating and debilitating radical
mastectomy; understandably, this operative
procedure is one of the bread-and-butter mainstays of
general surgery and affects about 65,000 women
annually. Medical insurance companies maintain a carte
bl an ce, un cr it ica I permissiveness that greatly
encourages bad and unnecessary surgery. Physician
ownership and/or directorship of medical insurance
companies constitutes a monopolistic system with
conflicting interests, which encourages fee setting and
which erodes professional integrity and social
conscience.
The combined efforts of medical and legal experts
within the framework of private enterprise could curb
medical-surgical malpractice, and could deter the
federalization and consequent deterioration of
American medicine. Active interest and exchange of
information regarding facts and facets of controversial
surgical-medical practices should be permitted and
encouraged by both professions. Of immense public
value would be a Forensic Registry of Surgical
Malpractice and Iatrogenic Disease, a growing threat as
potentially serious as other medical problems already
under surveillance by national registries. Legal
ombudsmanship for" the public and its committed
physicians in cases of malpractice should be offered. At
present, honest physicians have much to lose by
offering accurate and honest peer review. Evidence
against criminal medical-surgical malpractitioners
should be accepted and channeled to appropriate
agencies of the Justice Department. Legal investigation
should be directed into medical agencies with
conflicting interests including doctor-owned profitable
hospitals, pharmacies, and insurance companies.
Federal funds for profit-motivated health agencies
should be withheld and the existence of these
self·enriching, non-community oriented, health
agencies should be discouraged and outlawed.
Deterrent facets of medical law require revamping, e.g.
the obsolescent "Iocality rule"; the unjustifiable
non-implementation of "respondent superior"; the
inaccessability of files constituting evidence of
malpractice which, rather than being withheld from the
patient, should be declared public property; and the
medical societies have, with few notable exceptions,
done little to promote quality control of medical care.
Politically motivated physicians on medical society
peer review committees are unwilling to court disfavor
by crack i ng down on malpractitioners.
Medically-motivated physicians are reluctant to review
their peers because of personal inexperience and fear of
retaliatory countersuits. Fear of provoking colleague
unreasonable need for court orders to obtain tissue
slides and other informational materials paid for by
the patients involved in malpractice litigation.
Effective state medical laws could be passed and
existing ones finally implemented. Joint medical-legal
expertise could reform state-sponsored peer review
groups whose weaknesses now include the reviewers'
non-immunity from retaliatory countersuits, their lack
of enforcement potential, their membership by
nonphysicians or political appointees, and physicians'
own inexperience with and fear of the law. Medical
disciplinary boards should have punitive powers
covering the range of medical transgressors. Board
members of medical disciplinary boards should be
elected by all the state-practicing physicians. State
sponsored medical disciplinary boards should be
provided with enough state funds to attract
well-trained, deserving physicians to serve on them.
The medically comprehensive knowledge of
pathologists should be better utilized on state and
national panels of medical experts and peer reviewers.
Clinical-pathological correlation and interpretation
which is vital to good medical practice and which is
rr>quired by the medical profession of pathologists (the
"doctors' doctors"), should be made available to the
legal profession. Members of expert panels and peer
review groups should represent all the medical
specialties, and they should be chosen from among
those physicians offering objective evidence of
professional excellence and integrity.
Probably most important, the legal fraternity could
discourage the philosophy of unearned special
priviledge engendered and promoted by medical school
admissions committees. Medical educators now illegally
practice restrictive policies against superior applicants
to medical schools, representing over 62% of the
population, mainly by their sex quota limiting women
matriculants.
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Editorial
Need Speakers Program
The Environmental Law Society is to be congratulated for
presenting to the law school a first-rate speaker's program last
weekend. The program amounted to a short course on
environmental law and was found to be very rewarding by
those in attendance.
In contrast, it seems to us opprobrious that there is no
regular speaker's program sponsored by the SBA for the entire
academic year. The SBA could, with a little work, perform this
service without cost and seems to us best suited for the task
since it represents all of us and should be responsible to the
desires of its constituents in presenting a wide variety of
speakers to satisfy, practically, all students. Also, the SBA
doesn't seem to have much to do aside from rubber-stamping a
budget and issuing lockers.
But, as it stands now, we must rely on the Environmental
Law Society, the International Law Society and the
fraternities to offer speakers now and then.
We would remind the SBA that there was no speakers
program last Law Day (May 1st) and hope that there is not a
repeat nonperformance this year.
Also, there is plenty of time left this semester for the SBA
to schedule a few speakers prior to Law Day.
If this suggestion is too "heavy" for the SBA, then schedule
a return to our good ole' Barrister's Ball complete with sk its
and a student-faculty picnic the next day - but don't forget
the grass this time.
Legal Aid Opportunities
Many of the programs of the
National Law Center's Legal Aid
bureau may be joined in
mid-year by first year students
as well as by upper c1assmen.
The bureau, through its
varied projects, has long
afforded the student an
opportunity to use the clinical
approach to the study of law as
a supplement to the casebook
abstractions of the classroom.
On many levels the law student
may gain valuable experience
while bringing needed legal
services to the community.
Third year students may
appear in court on behalf of
individual clients or on behalf of
the state under the liberal
Maryland and District of
Columbia student practice rules
while receiving academic credit
from the law school.
First and second year
students can learn the internal
functions of the criminal justice
system by working closely with
attorneys from the Public
Defender Service, the Justice
Department and the private bar
in preparing cases.
The bureau also operates in
the civil liberties field in
cooperation with the American
Civil Liberties Union and the
American Friends Pre Trial
Justice Committee.
The Meaningful Assistance in
the Neighborhood program is an
ever growing project which
advises members of the
community of their legal
remedies and directs them to the
proper places to obtain help in
pursuing these remedies. An
interest in the civil field can also
be furthered through the
bureaus project in cooperation
. with the Neighborhood Legal
Service's offices throughout the
city.
The bureau also plays an
educational role by dispatching
law students to local high
schools and to the Lorton Youth
Center to give classes in fields of
law of particular interest to the
layman. First and second year
students are encouraged to join
in these programs.
This is but a brief survey of
the ambit of legal Aid Bureau
programs. There are several more
covering a wide range. Most can
be taken for academic credit. All
offer a unique experience in
legal education. We invite you to
share in that experience.
For more information call
676-7163 or drop by the Legal
Aid office at 714 21st Street
N.W., The Harlan-Brewer House.
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by David Kaufman
I don't have to tell you how
tough it is to get a job as a
lawyer nowadays. Many
graduating law students are
finding the job market so tight
that they have been forced by
necessity to pursue other fields
of endeavor. You never know,
your TV repairman might be a
law school graduate. You can
probably identify him by the
"sounds of a lawyer" he makes,
to wit:
"May it please your home, I
am your TV repairman: I have
come to find the proximate
cause of your set's
malfunctioning."
"Oh, come in. What's taken
you so long?"
"I have- a very busy docket
today. The backlog of cases is
tremendous these days."
"I see. Well, if you're so busy
we can get another repairman
with more time to spend on our
set."
Facts
"No, that's OK. Your set is
ripe for adjudication today I'd
say. What's wrong with the set?"
"Well, halfway through the
Lawrence Welk Show the picture
went. Fortunately I was tripping
out at the time, and I watched
the show to completion. I
figured something was wrong,
though, when I saw Welk in his
B.V.D.s waving his flag at the
Champagne Lady:'
Tort Theory
"That can be easily
explained. Welk is getting old,
and I guess he figured that was
his last clear chance at the
Champagne Lady. As for waving
Sounds Like A' Lawyer
his flag, you know how patriotic have' redeeming social value,
Welk is:' you know:'
"Enough on Lawrence Welk.
What's wrong with the set?"
"Res Ipsa Loquitur. Welk is
such a public nuisance that your
set, acting 'in the public
interest: made itself void for
vagueness, with a clear and
present danger that it would
discombobulate itself if you
didn't turn it off. I would say
this job qualifies as an
ultrahazardous
"You be careful then:'
"Don't worry. When it comes
to repairing sets I am known as
the 'learned hand: If I do make
a mistake it will only be a
harmless error:'
Agency
"Before you start would you
like some coffee and cake?"
"No, thank you. I would not
want to go off on a frolic and
banter and step outside my
scope of employment. In other
words, I'm not hungry. Now do
we have a meeting of the minds
on that?"
"I don't know what you said,
but the answer is yes."
"OK. Let me get mycase."
(Starts walking towards set with
the case, then abruptly stops to
put case down).
"Why did you stop like
that?"
"I'm resting my case, rna'rn."
"That's the most ridiculous
thing I've ever heard."
Judgment
"Please don't jump to a
summary judgment of. me. I do
"Then start showing me your
value by fixing my set!"
"OK; I'll start de novo. Let's
see: what would a reasonable TV
repairman do in this situation?
I'll start by checking the A16
tube. (Looks at tube) Just as I
thought, beyond a reasonable
doubt this tube is null and void.
I hold this tube in contempt of
television !"
"How can you fix it?"
Reasoning
"Well, in the landmark
decision of Smith v. Acme
Television Repair Service, 1
TV2nd 383 (1962), the
precedent was set that when an
A16 tube blows you don't
replace it on the spot, but rather
you take the entire set apart,
bring the picture tube to the
shop, keep it there for three
months, and then charge 15
cents for a new A16 tube and
$437.00 for labor. I am bound
by stare decisis to follow that
course:'
"But I'm not bound by that
crummy decision (grabs new
A16 tube from case and puts it
in place of burned out tube).
'Wasn't that a-nice a-ladies and
a-gentlemen? Those kids
certainly are a-wonderful. And
now for a toe a-tapping medley
of a-John Philip Sousa for all .
you polka lovers out there. And
a-one and a-two .. .' Maybe that
will break precedent for all you
conniving TV repairmen. As for
me, I'm gonna drop a little acid
now. Getting high on Lawrence
Welk is the ultimate trip, man:'
A Society of Laws?
by Jim Krugman
One of the first things that all
law students are told is that the
United States is a society of law.
As is true of most things taught
in modern schools, the truth of
the matter lies well beneath the
surface of the words. In the case
of the statement on "law:' the
truth is so buried in our
traditions that it is non-existant.
One of the major liberal
reactions to last year's invasion
of Cambodia was the passage of
a Iaw which forbade the
President of the United States
from sending American troops
into Laos or Cambodia. Yet, we
now know that the government
has invaded both of those
nations again and the presence
of American troops, although
cleverly disguised in sport shirts
and cheenos, is well documented
in both the press of this nation
and that of other nations.
War Crime, Treason
This is a flagrant violation of
the law, yet, the President will
not be prosecuted for a war
crime, or for treason. Treason
might well be the charge, for by
sending American troops into
these neutral nations; the
President has acted against the
interests of the United States as
declared by an act of Congress
and in doing so he has violated
our laws. Rest easy, we will not
live to see the day when the case
of the United States v. Nixon,
Johnson, et aI., comes to trial.
For our society of law affects
only those who can be
controlled by the militarv-police
state in which we now live. Mr.
Nixon will not have to face
murder charges in Ohio,
Jacksonville, Orangeburg,
Chicaqo, Oakland, New Orleans,
and numerous other places
where his forces have dealt
severely with the forces of black
liberation and white dissent. The
maxim should read: Some of the
society is governed by the law,
the rest must take it into
consideration only in passing.
Not Only the President
One does not have to look to .
. the Presidency to observe the
attitude of lawlessness which
governs America. This week a '
p o lice officer made an
appearance at a seminar in the
law school and admitted that
last year's police reaction to the
Watergate TDA demonstration
was poorly handled and that
some of the police officers
present had indeed broken the
very laws which they were
supposed to have enforced. In
answer to questions about what
had been done to punish these
"criminals," the answer was
simply that Chief Wilson had
come to George Washington and
"apologized to the students."
Shoe on Other Foot?
One is forced to wonder what
Chief Wilson's reaction would be
if a citizen who had been
arrested for an assault on a
police officer came to a meeting
of policemen and apologized.
Would he then be released? Yet,
this deputy police chief would
have us believe that those police
officers who beat innocent
citizens on. the streets had paid
their price for the crime because
of Wilson's apology. If you agree
with the Chief, find a policeman,
club him, apologize, and try to.
walk away. If those who enforce
the law can not be relied upon
to follow the laws which they
are sworn to enforce, why
should those who take no such
oath?
All of this leads one to the
conclusion that law is nothing
more than a group of rules put
upon the powerless by the
powerful to keep them in line.
The powerful never have to obey
the law, they control. Law is the
method utilized by the powerful
to maintain the status quo in the
power structure.
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Banzhaf Revisited
A major problem during the
first semester in law school is
trying to get together the myths
and fantasies of being a lawyer
that law school so easily
destroys within a month.
Someone in law school forgot to
tell us what lawyers do.
Professor Banzhaf helped fill this
void with essential information
that enabled me to justify
briefing a case or two. Lost in
the controversy over Professor
Banzhaf's teaching capabilities
are some interesting
contributions in the classroom.
which extended beyond the
straight subject matter of torts.
My purpose is not to discuss any
aspect of his classroom teaching
ability in the Torts class. There
was never a question of his
performance in my mind. After
exposure to other professors last
semester and new ones this
semester, it is now that I and my
classmates can better appraise
and fully appreciate his skills as
a professor. The extra efforts to
which I will now address myself
only enhanced a good classroom
rapport.
Professor Banzhaf introduced
each class with anecdotes,
history, and recent
developments in Torts and the
law in general. At first he spoke
about the general nature of law
school, especially. law school at
night. Stirring quotes from "The
Lawyers" by Martin Mayer not
only gave honest appraisals of
exhausted and famished night
students but also made a few
minutes of' class relevant to our
present status as law students.
The more than adequate ti me
and effort properly related' to
relevant legal developments in
Tort law, I need not get into.
In addition to class hours,
Professor Banzhaf would stay
each Thursday evening after
class to discuss topics that he
would propose or answer
questions of our choice. I did
not attend all Thursday night
sessions but the ones I did
attend· were penetrating.
Discussions were guided by
Professor Banzhaf in order that
each of us might probe our
conscience for. important
decisions that would have to be
made sooner or later. Topics
varied from defense of a client
with radically different political
views to the required skills of
the lawyer of the future.
As I said before Professor
Banzhaf not only tried to
prepare us for law but law
school itself. Before Christmas,
he distributed practice
examinations carefully
constructed to simulate testing
conditions. Not only. did he
collect and read each exam, but
also graded each one with law
school proficiency. After
Christmas another practice exam
was carefully prepared by
Professor Banzhaf. Although he
could not have graded these
exams, we found them very
helpful in our study groups.
And to further improve his
pe dagogy, Professor Banzhaf
prepared personal questionnaires
apart from the "official" ones
several times during the
semester. These evaluations
enable him to change his style as
our class desired instead of using
our evaluations for next year's
class,
Administrative Practice and
Procedure and his testimony was
considered" outstanding and
challenging by those in
attendance. His students have
worked with our office in the
course of their investigations and
suits and I know personally of
their respect for him and of their
excitement over the
administrative process. I for one
found administrative law to be
one of the least interesting areas
in law school; to make it
exciting as well as interesting, to
involve the students in the
process, and to give the students
a public interest perspective all
at once represents a feat
probably unequaled by other
professors anywhere. But I am
sure you know all this. Because
of my own interest in public
interest advocacy, both within
law school and without, I felt
the urge to add these additional
words of support. Excuse me if,
as a private citizen unconnected
with GW in any way, I am out of
line.
that the Law School had severed
its ties with the Urban Law
Institute and removed from the
faculty associate professor John
F. Banzhaf, III, a well known
"Iegal activist."
The report did not state the
reasons for the action and, I do
not know whether the action
stemmed from objections by
conservative members of the
faculty or the more affluent
financial contributors to the law
school. Whatever the motivating
or influencing factors, I cannot
continue to give my
support-however small it has
been-to the Law School, and I
will hereinafter cease my
monthly contributions.
Although I have no illusions
as to how the majority of the
alumni feel about the Law
School's involvement in social
issues, I hope that the alumni
newsletter will report these
incidents in full-rather than the
usual trivia-so that each of us
can, at least. make a more
informed judgment as to
direction the Law School is
taking.
Armando M. Menocal, III
Chief Counsel
San Francisco Neighborhood
Legal Services
Doctrine challenge which led to
the FCC decision requiring the
networks to .offer free
commercials against smoking. I
was frankly pleased that George
Washington University had the
vision to add him to the faculty.
We think highly enough of
Mr. Banzhaf that we had him as
a resource person at our annual
meeting in 1968 and, with the
approval of my Directors. I serve
on the Board of Sponsors of
Action on Smoking ana Health
with which he is also associated.
While I do not know all the
particulars of the situation at
George Washington University, I
do know Mr. Banzhaf and think
highly of him as an intelligent,
courageous, well motivated
human being, and if he is in the
center of controversy now it is
possibly because America has
produced too few men of his
stripe.
Mike Berger
1st Year Law Student
I read with dismay the recent
newspaper accounts that the
granting of tenure to John
Banzhaf is being questioned by
the University.
To those of us who have
worked in consumer affairs on
the hill, John has been an
invaluable resource. His
imagination and follow-through
are unusual. I would think that
his qualifications as a professor
just in. terms of being in the
mainstream of the consumer
movement and the effort to
change society through legal
means within the system would
make him an outstanding
resource to the University.
Certainly, his activity in pursuit
of the public interest gives him
unique relevance and ability to
b rid ge the student-professor
generation gap.
I hope the University will
reconsider its position on this
and decide that John would
indeed be as valuable to the
University as he has been to the
community at large.
Richard. L. Ottinger
Member of Congress
Charles R. Baker
Institute for American
Democracy, Inc.
Thomas M. Susman
Assistant Counsel
Senate Committee on the
Judiciary
It is my hope you will do
what you think is right, just as
each member of the Faculty
apparently has done what he
thought was right in the
Banzhaff matter. Difficult
though it may be for you, I
would hope you would resist the
outrageous pressures of certa in
students. Academic freedom to
me means freedom from undue
pressure from every source
including immature students.
Needless to say these views
are my own and mayor may not
reflect those of the Law
Association.
Marion Edwyn Harrison
3rd V.P., GW Law Association
Recently, I read a copy of an
article from the November issue
of the Washingtonian and saw
that, due to the work of people
such as Jean Cahn, Director of
the Urban Law Institute, George
Washington had become "the
leading law school in the area,
and perhaps in the country, in
experi ments in legal activism
and new ways of teaching
students." Shortly thereafter,
however, I saw an article from a
Washington newspaper stating
Every time I read an essay or
a book on the breakdown of the
adversary system as applies to
our regulatory agencies, I think
of Ralph Nader and John
Banzhaf as living evidence that
democracy can be made to
work.
I have been following Mr.
Banzhaf's career with
considerable interest ever since
he launched his Fairness
Many persons, like myself,
who are involved in efforts to
make the broadcasting industry
improve its services in the public
interest have been greatly
impressed and heartened by the
work of John Banzhaf. I have
personally been associated with
Mr. Banzhaf in his successful
effort to counter cigarette
advertising with announcements
that point out the dangers
inherent in the use of tobacco.
Since then I have kept in
close touch with Mr. Banzhaf
and have continued to be
impressed by the work he has
been doing, expecially the
projects he has carried on with
the help of his law students.
Now I understand that
George Washington University is
about to terminate his
assignment in the Law School. I,
of course, know nothing about
your internal relationships, but
if you will forgive the intrusion
of an outsider I would like to
call your attention to the fact
that many knowledgeable people
are greatly impressed by the
work of Mr. Banzhaf is doing
and approve it highly. It would
be most unfortunate for the
public good if he is deprived of
the opportunity to continue this.
work.
Guidance?Control or
compliance by the entire tenured faculty with
the Tenure Committee's criteria. Such a
presumption, however, cannot be made. It is not
only Banzhaf that is up for tenure, but the entire
clinical approach. Apparently a significant
number of tenured faculty members are
concerned that Banzhaf's students do not receive
"proper" supervision in their projects. Proper
supervision is defined as faculty control. From
this definition, an endless series of questions can
be raised about legal education and the role of
the professor. Space does not allow proper
treatment of these questions.
In conducting his clinical courses, John
Banzhaf does not control the student projects.
He does not dictate the legal theories upon which
a group bases its filings, nor does he dictate the
legal strategy which the group pursues. The
students determine their legal theories and
strategies. John Banzhaf offers guidance and his
expertise to them, but he will not control
student projects or the students themselves.
Included in his guidance is the recommendation
to students to consult other experts, practicing
lawyers and organizations.
The issue of "proper supervision" reduces
itself to the question "00 students learn best
when the learning process is controlled by their
'teacher,' or when that process is directed by the
student with the teacher available to help?" In
short, does "supervision" mean control or
guidance? Many students feel that Banzhaf's
clinical approach is the best method of legal
education for them. Their answer to the above
question is that they learn best when they direct
their learning. They dislike the controlled input
technique of the case method classroom lecture.
These students are the ones who have signed up
for Banzhaf's courses. They are awaiting the
faculty's decision of control or guidance.
by Herman Bluestein
The faculty has decided to reconsider their
earlier decision to deny tenure to John Banzhaf,
and from all indications, it appears that they
really are reconsidering their votes. This is
encouraging, although it is no guarantee that the
results will be different. An overwhelming
majority. of students have expressed their sincere
belief that John Banzhaf should be granted
tenure. on the basis of the Faculty Tenure
Committee's criteria, and their own criteria of
what makes a good law school professor.
Only in the wake of the upcoming March 5
vote will the students know whether or not the
faculty acknowledged, and recognized as
legitimate, this showing of student opinion.
When the results of the December 4 decision
were announced, the students, relatively
uninformed as to the tenure criteria used by the
faculty, were outraged in a visceral manner. We
felt that John Banzhaf should have been granted
tenure. After attending the Joint Meeting with
the faculty and examining the last issue of the
Advocate, the students quickly learned of faculty
attitudes, the announced criteria for tenure, and
Banzhaf's qualifications.
The conclusion that most students have
reached is that John Banzhaf far exceeds the
standards set forth by the Faculty Tenure
Committee. We no longer feel that John Banzhaf
should be granted tenure--we know that on the
basis of his scholastic and professional
achievements, his teaching ability including his
, successful application of the clinical approach to
legal education, his contribution to the general
community as well as the law school community,
and his continuing public interest legal activities,
John Banzhaf must be granted tenure.
The conclusion that Banzhaf should be
granted tenure is based upon a presumption of
Rev. Everett C. Parker
United Church of Christ
understand from press
account that the George
Washington Law School faculty
is cehsidering the tenure issue of
Associate Professor John
Banzhaf. My contacts with Mr.
Banzhaf have been entirely on a
professional level, and I have
never been in his classroom. But
I wanted to go on the record
personally in supporting him as
an able academician and as a
man who inspires as well as
teaches his students.
Mr. Banzhaf testified before
the Senate Subcommittee on
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CPC Expands ~~hiid~~
i::::: Consumer Hearings ~Ii
Professor Donald P. Rothschild and students working with
the Consumer Protection Center joined representatives of
other local consumer groups and civic organizations last week
in testifying at hearings on the proposed District of Columbia
Consumer Protection Act.
In hearings conducted at the District Building by the D.C.
City Council on Tuesday evening, February 9, John M. Turner,
a second-year student at the National Law Center, presented
data gathered during the past year by students working with
the Consumer Help Center and broken down into categories
according to the type of trade or business involved. Eric
In addition, a group of consumers who originally registered San d y
ti complaints through the Help Center testified about incidents iit Lindenbaum, Steve Rothman
t: in which they were defrauded or given inadequate service by if~ and Bill Congleton. This
':1.1 ~~~~~\~~s:;;:~;s~n~~is~~:~i~;e~~:~e~h~~:~ta t~2~i~;ii; ~~ 1':11 ::e~t~~~~e:~'~. SFC will be
·~·I~~::p:e~~~d~h~h:~g s~~dc~~~I:~:d ~:oa ~a~Si~~~:~~~~cii:teh~~ iiiiilm t:i ~~e t:n 22 K::~I:~
Ii'the wig repairman, she was told that it was just "too bad" that iIi i ntrod uced the subject of
,t she suffered the loss. A man told of paying a $75 deposit for ti! possible proposed changes in the
] repair of his automobile and being given repeated excuses for iiI 1971-1972 Law Center schedule.
it delays by the mechanic. He testified that after demanding the it~ After extended discussion, it was
Ii car's return without success, he checked on its condition and it! moved that the matter be
iI discovered that the headlights and a box of tools stored in the iI! referred to the SFC "for
iI trunk were missing. r!! i n v est i gat ion and a
iI On Wednesday morning, February 10, Professor Rothschild :i{ recommendation, using such
i:.:i:.·!testified at the hearing, explaining in detail what impact the iti . methods and techniques as itti Consumer Protection Act would have on the Washington it: saw fit."
f: business community. With Professor Rothschild at the hearings iif
:\ were Mrs. Teresa Schwartz, a third-year law student who hasi{
been doing research on consumer matters; and Jeffrey:t
Fornaciari and Donald Dutterer , Vista attorneys with the Ii
Urban Law Institute, and both engaged in graduate studies at Ii
the NLC. Fornaciari and Dutterer participated in the draftingti
of the Act.ti
The proposed Act provides for the establishment of ati
Consumer Protection Commission with power to investigate~I
.....consumer abuses and to issue cease and desist orders which :i[i:
~f:would be enforced by the D.C. Corporation Counsel. In f~
iI: addition the Act would require retail merchants and financei!!!:
:ti companies to register and submit all retail and loan credit Ii
iIi form; vvith particular attention to repossessions. Merchants not it
:I! abiding by the regulations could have their registrations t
I:~:r~:::~~t;o~'':°t~~';;~ "~~~::~'~~'dth;O~:~,u:::I
:{i Protection Commission would make it unlikely that the Act Ii
iti would be administered in such a way as to prevent poor people if[
t::. from ever getting credit. Rather, its impact would fall it:
iit primarily on those predatory merchants and loan sharks whom ifi
iI consumer groups would most like to see put out of business. iIi
~\~::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::;:::;:::;:;:::;:;:;:;:::::;:::::::::;:;:::::::::::::::::;::::::::::;:::::::::::::;:::::;:::::::::;:::;;:~::::::::;:::;:::;::=::::;:::;:::::;:::::;:::::;:::::;:::::;:::;:::::;:;:;:::::;:::;:::;:;;;:::;::f:ll;;
by Elinor Stillman
The numerous activities developed at the National Law Center
under the umbrella 'of the Consumer Protection Center--itself a
child of the clinical law course in Problems of the Consumer taught
by Professor Donald P. Rothschild--are now under way for the
spring term under the leadership of Larry Hannaway, Director, and
Tom Acey, Assistant Director. A few places are still open for
anyone who would like to sign up, either as an enrolled student in
the two-credit course or as a volunteer worker. (A number of GW
undergraduates are working in the program along with law students
and attorneys.)
One of the most exciting programs this year is the Anacostia
Project, headed by Cornel Matthews. GW law students will work
with leaders in the Anacostia community to provide consumer
information to people there. In addition, the Center teaching
program, under the direction of William Earle, will focus on
Anacostia; students from the Center will teach consumer courses in
the public schools there as well as instructing adults in the
community how to conduct such courses.
Another important new program in the Spanish-speaking project
developed last term by Margery Sorock and Kathy Mazzaferri and
now under the direction of Gary Klein. Working out of an office in
the heart of Washington's Spanish-speaking community, students
will provide general consumer information and a referral service for
persons with particular complaints.
The Center will be continuing its consumer complaint referral
service (the Consumer Help Center) in conjunction with the local
Metromedia station WTTG-TV. Pati McCrary and Peter Feinberg are
directors of the Help project, which operates out of a room at the
station facilities of WTTG, 5151 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W. Students,
who man telephones there, will refer people with consumer
problems to government agencies, private groups, or trade
organizations which may be able to help them.
Students working with Aaron Handleman in the statistics section
of the Center's operation will analyze the incoming complaints and
classify them according to type and jurisdiction, thereby providing
an information resource which has considerable value as a basis for
testimony in hearings on proposed consumer legislation such as the
current hearings on the District of Columbia Consumer Protection
Act. John M. Turner is in charge of presenting testimony in those
hearings. Another project being carried out in cooperation with
WTTG is the production of television programs on recurrent types of
consumer problems--e.g. expensive and inadequate automotive
repair and unreliable moving and storage companies. Linda Dorian is
in charge of the student participation in producing these TV
programs.
Students interested in working any of the activities described
above or in the Center office at Harlan-Brewer House (which
functions as a communications center through which all the various
operations of the Center can be coordinated) should come to Room
3, Harlan-Brewer between 1and 5 P.M. on a weekday.
Consumer Automat Rip-Off
by George Shirley
In the hallowed halls of
Stockton there lurks a consumer
problem of deceptive
proportions. I'm sure everyone
who takes the time to read this
is well aware of the problem but
hasn't had the time to articulate
his frustration or reflect on his
losses. The problem is that
certain passive thieves have their
pi ace of bus iness in the
basement of Stockton Hall.
I was introduced to this
problem one day when I
chanced to be in the basement
of Stockton Hall. Unsuspecting I
faced the coffee vending
machine and deposited a quarter
-- KLANK -- the quarter
went right into the coin box and
the machine stood there.
I saw no finger, I heard no
flatulent sound and there was no
foul-oath. I was had. My blood
pressu re went to 150 over 90
but that was no help. I looked
around because I didn't want
nyone to see that I'd been
aken.
There was no one around. I
hought how lucky I was
ecause when people see the
achine take your money they
t a funny little smile on their
ace and look the other way.
nyway, no one saw me
owe r I ess before the
stablishrnent, no one saw me
flushed and shaken with anger.
But because there was no one
around I yielded to a primitive
urge and I reared back and
kicked the machine with a force
that would have stopped the
most ardent antagonist. Then I
limped away and few yards to
watch what happened to the
next consumer that happened
along.
The evening classes hadn't
started yet so it wasn't long
before an aspiring lawyer
happened along to take his turn
in front of the coin gobbler. This
hearty consumer put in a nickel
and then a dime. Next he pushed
a button to receive an
Establishment reward but
nothing happened.
He pushed the button again;
then he pushed all the buttons;
then he doubled up his fists and
pounded the machine with the'
side of his hands; finally he
kicked the machine--twice. All
this had no effect and this
strong, intelligent individual. left
the field with hunched shoulders
and head bowed. Another victim
for the machine.
But this had no effect on the
world because a short time later
another student happened along
and popped in a dime,
whereupon there was a pleasing
noise. He then pushed a button
and down came a cup and two
nickels fell into the coin return
while the machine gurgled
gleefully and the cup ran over.
So, the latest customer got a
cup of coffee at no cost.
Incredible! What can this mean?
Some thought on the subject led
me to the conclusion that this
machine paid off every third
time. Now all I had to do was
wait around until two more
consumers were had and then I
could get acup of coffee.
It wasn't long before the
machine claimed two more
victims and then it was my turn.
I had waited for this moment
and I understood the system. I
couldn't lose. Bold with a sense
of impending victory I strode up
to the machine and put in a
dime and the machine was
satisfied and said click-click. I
put in a nickel and heard
another click.
I was ready for the moment
of victory and slowly pushed in
the button marked whipped
chocolate. Down came the cup,
but in one of destiny's merry
pranks my plan was foiled--the
cup was upside down. The
machine splattered chocolate on
the window in front of the cup
and I was crushed.
What could I do--this was
certainly a consumer
problem--but it's petty and in
this fact lies its effectiveness.
Who has the time to battle a
corporate enterprise for fifteen
cents or a quarter? Who has the
brass or stamina to press such a
claim?
Vending machines passively
take our nickels and dimes with
the owner knowing full well that
no one person will lose enough
to be sufficiently outraged to
kick up a fuss. Any coin
deposited in the candy machine
on the second floor of Stockton
Hall is more in the nature of a
donation than a purchase. That
machine has humbled many a
consumer. But Stockton Hall is
not the sole repository of this
petty rip-off, for the vending
machine is everywhere taking
our money.
There is a notice on the
vending machine cup that reads:
"Thank you .for using Macke
EXTRAordinary . Service."
Extraordinary service is right. If
you get the kind.of "service" I
got, direct your attention to a
sign on the left-hand side of the
machine, The sign reads: "for
Service call 429-2298." I don't
know about you, but this sign
makes me think of the cattle
breeders back home who talked
about how the bull serviced the
cows. I thought I'd been serviced
already. Have you been serviced
lately?
Student Faculty
Notes
by Bill Congleton
After a brief organizational
meeting on Feb. 4, the SFC held
its first regular meeting of the
spring semester on Monday, Feb.
8, in the Hoover Room of the
Library. In attendance were
Dea n Kirkpatrick, Professor
Robinson, Professor Weston,'
The majority of the Feb. 8
SFC meeting was devoted to a
discussion of this subject. The
committee discussed three
possibilities. The first is the
work of Associate Dean
Kirkpatrick, who had the benefit
of student comments in its
preparation. Registration would
occur . the week before Labor
Day, and classes would begin on
Wednesday, September 1. There
would be three days of classes
before Labor Day, which would
be a holiday. and then classes
would continue through
December 10. There would be a
one day reading period followed
by the normal nine day
examination period, concluding
on December 23, 1971. A
second possibility would be to
end classes before Christmas
vacation with a reading period in
January prior to exams. A third
plan would be similar to the
second except school would
. start earlier in January and
incorporate a reading period in
May.
All students are encouraged
to inform their SFC
representatives of their feelings
on this subject. It should be kept
in min d that accreditation
requires a minimum of 15 weeks
of school each semester
exclusive of registration and
holidays.
The SFC is in the "process of
developing some type of
grievance board that would
enable students to air their
complaints. The committee is
anxious to know just what type
of complaints the students feel a
grievance board might handle.
There is a suggestion box in the
basement of Stockton Hall for
this purpose.
Another project of the SFC is
the study of grade reform.
Again, students are invited and
encouraged to contribute by
way of their SFC
representatives.
The next meeting of the SFC
will be held Monday, February
22.
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'Student Corp.-
For Profit & Scholarship
Regulatory Agencies:
'The Public Interest Consideration
by Herbert Merrill
Who ever heard of a group of law students owning and
managing a business--especially one that sells a product for a by Gene Mechanic
In a Washington Post article
t: public-interest legal services promoted at the National Law t on February 7, explaining the
II Center these days. Yet all of us law students, at times, become 1: possible Nixon proposal for
~r impatient to hear the clink of self-made coin as we suffer mm reorganization of regulatory
t: through the prosaic intricacies in our formal education. Last mm agencies, it was mentioned that
:1 year, a group of enterprising law students decided to put I!! federal "regularoty agencies
@~ knowledge to work and organized an unusual and unique mm were established by Congress as
:1 business venture. One year later and with a potential that t:: quasi-independent units which
I: reaches six figures, Law Directory, Incorporated has become a :t: could make sensitive economic
t nationwide directory publishing organization. 1:: decisions in the public interest."
1 The idea for the business came quite by chance. Many law mm The article continued to say that
1 schools throughout the country publish a directory of student t:: "in many cases they became
t names and addresses sponsored by the law schools. The GW 1:: centers of power in their own
!~::Law School directory was always a financial failure. In t:: right and tended to be highly
I September of 1969, the president of SBA asked David Meyers ::J responsive to the industries they
m to publish a student law directory for a nominal sum. In ::r were regulating."
@ previous years, the printing and composition costs alone !t: ThePost analysis is misleading
ii: exceeded budgetary allotments by 100%. Within two months, mm since in actuality the economic
i~: a directory was distributed to all students that not only :ti power of the industry within
::: received favorable comments but was self-sustaining as well. ::1 most regulatory agencies'
![! During the ensuing months, many of the pieces began to it: jurisdiction regulates the
:"".:.::. .:, ....:1 : fall into place as the business began to organize itself. It was it: "regulatory" agency. When a
realized that national advertisers were interested in reaching ~t: company or companies apply for
the entire student market which previously was unavailable. :1: a license to merge, raise rates,
The funds provided by national advertising could benefit the ~:t construct plants, receive new
law schools and the'ir students. Based on experience with the 1:~ routes or renew broadcasting
GW Law School directory, it was felt that this program could t:: privileges, the particular agency.
benefit all law schools. Advertising revenues would be used to :!t established to regulate that
defray printing and composition costs and provide substantial it: industry becomes a pawn in the
scholarship funds for deserving law students. Advertisers !t: economic power drive. Only
benefit because they have the unique opportunity to reach a t:: through the pressure of the
highly select market on a daily basis throughout an entire year, 1:: federal courts have the
at relatively low cost. The goals were fourfold: to provide a ::t regulatory agencies begun to
quality publication for the law schools, to provide an ::t initiate a respectable "public
interest" consideration of their
respective industries.
The Civil Aeronautics Board
is a prime example of the narrow
subjective role agencies have
effectuated. When awarding a
certificate to an airline, the
Board must determine whether
such application is "required by
the public convenience and
necessity." Federal Aviation Act
401(d)(1); 49 U.S.C. sec.
1371 (d)(ll. Section 102 of the
Left to right: Steve Mermelstein, Prof. Sherman Cohn H. Act (49 U.S.C. sec. 1301)
David Meyers, Ray Bradford, Cathy Kramer, Don requires the Board- to considerDavidson. "among other things":
provide scholarships for deserving students and to advance t:: ... development of an
corporate expansion. These goals were implemented under the it: air transportation system
leadership of an enterprising GW law student, David Meyers. t:! properly adapted to the
Due to his guidance and efforts, a nationwide sales force was ~:1 present and future needs
of the ... commerce of themobilized, and law schools throughout the country were mm
contacted. Contracts were signed and national advertising 1: United States.
mediums were reached. ::t ... the regulation of air
As the business began to grow, the need for structuring an !I: transportation in such a
. ... manner as to recognizeindependent business entity was recognized in order to :t~
facilitate a nationwide operation which would lend credence ::t and preserve the inherent
to serious business purposes. For this, the services of ant: advantages of, assure the
exceptionally qualified attorney experienced in business lawt: highest degree of safety in,
... and foster sound economicand corporate structure were needed. Fortunately, the talent t~... conditions in suchof Sherman Cohn, Esq. professor of law at Georgetown f¥
University, joined the corporation. Mr. Cohn drew up thet: transportation. ..
necessary articles of incorporation and LDI, Law Directory, it ... the promotion of an
Incorporated, became the official designation of the business:l adequate, economical and
as a corporation doing business in the District of Columbia. t: efficient service by air
... carriers at reasonableThe original incorporators were David Meyers, Sherman Cohn :t
and Don Davidson. t~: charges, wit?out z:
At the first board meeting, the first officers and directors it: discrimlnetions. un ue
of LOI were elected. These included David Meyers as President :\1 preferences or advantages
... or unfair or destructiveand Ray Bradford as Vice-President. Later, Don Davidson was mm
elected as Vice-President in charge of marketing and Stephen il: competitive practices.
Mermelstein was elected to the post of treasurer. With the ~t~ ... the promotion of
exception of the Secretary, Miss Cathy Kramer, and legal :1~ safety in air commerce.
counsel, all members are third-year law students at GW. t:: Thus the Civil Aeronautics
This past year, LDr published thousands of directories for ~~IBoard has some substantive
various schools throughout the country, such as Columbia, :1: duties to perform when granting
N.Y.U., Fordham, GW and Georgetown. LDI was able to not ~t: a certificate of "public
only realize its original goals, but also was able to structure the :il convenience and necessity,"
business in such a way that next year it will be able to mm exclusive of the direct economic
contribute 50% of all advertising income realized to law 1:: impact on the airline industry.
students throughout the country who deserve scholarship :I~ The major issue involved is what
funds. This scholarship funding purpose is the single most mm constitutes public interest as
important reason for the corporation and its operations. 1:: defined through the "public
Looking into the future, LOr plans expansion into many I:: convenience and necessity"
related fields. Several national publications are underway mm cl au se. Unt iI recently the
which will service the entire academic community. LDI means mm· Board's answer was for all
service to the law schools and scholarships for the students. Is mm practical purposes "nothing."
this any way for law students to run a business? You bet it is. ::1 Airlines would come before the
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::K::::::::::::::;:::;::::::{::::::::::'::::::::;::::;::i::;:::::::::::::::::::;:;::::::::::::::':::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;::::::::::)\1 CAB and demonstrate· the
necessity, in economic terms, of
the Board to award them a
license, while the other airlines
would intervene to establish the
economic detriment of such a
license.
However, those outside of
the small sphere of airline
'management attempted to force
the Board to look at other
issues. When the Board refused
to do so, these people took the
issue to court. In ALPA v. CAB,
360 F. 2d 837, the Airlines
Pilot's Association won an
important victory. The court
decided that in the merger
situation, labor conditions are to
be imposed as a part of ensuring
a fair and equitable adjustmant
of the rights and liabilities of the
parties to the merger.
The CAB discretion in labor
dis pu tes was apparently
truncated somewhat by dictum
in the "ALPA" case when the
court in reviewing the Saturn -
Aaxico merger stated, "The CAB
would, of course, be derelict if,
in approving the merger, it
refused to take any cognizance
that such a (labor) dispute
existed." Today, labor unions
are a part of CAB merger
proceedings.
But what of the general
public? How is their interest to
be protected? Certainly when
dealing with a multi-billion
dollar industry a regulatory
agency's decision affects,
economically, socially, and
politically, the general public.
In Palisades Citizens
Association, Inc. v. CAB, 420
F.2d 188, a license was granted
for helicopter service between
Washington and Baltimore.
Residents from the Washington
area set CAB precedent by being
permitted to present evidence
and question witnesses, thereby
hoping to prove to the Board
that such helicopter service
would raise the noise level to a
degree which would present free
use and enjoyment of private
property.
Although the Court of
Appeals did not agree that the
c ivic association should be
granted a formal intervention
(whether an informal or formal
intervention is granted is within
Board discretion), the court did
enumerate the importance of
environmental issues to the
public interest and placed it into
the Board's consideration of
"publ ic convenience and
necessity." The court did not
accept the proposition that there
are federal departments
authorized to study
environmental issues. Under the
same argument the Board could
forego labor considerations since
there is a National Labor
Relations Board. However, the
"Palisades" court stated that,
"these . determinations are
merely narrow studies of the
'species' of the 'genus'
environmental impact. There
still exists the 'family' of public
interest in which each of these
species belong. As such, the
Board must account for them."
At last the Board considers the
environmental impact upon
granting a certificate of "public
convenience and necessity."
To date, the environmental
issue is the only general public
interest consideration made by
the Board.
FLlTE, a GW law student
group, is attempting to place the
hiring practices of airlines into
the Board's public interest
considerations. This Banzhaf
initiated group has filed a
rule-making petition with the
CAB as well a petition for leave
to intervene in the
Arne rican-Western merger
proceedings. FLITE feels that
airlines which have
discriminatory hiring practices
and are not complying with the
national goal of equal
em ploymeni opportunity,
should not be granted a federal
certificate of "public
convenience and necessity."
Thus the Board should place this
issue within its public interest
considerations.
Rae ia I issues have been
considered by the Federal
Co mmunications Commission,
United Church of Christ v. FCC,
359 F.2d 994, and the "AT&T"
case (presently before the FCC):
but other regulatory agencies,
including the CAB, have failed
to move in this direction. At the
informal prehearing conference
in January, American and
Western did agree to supply
statistics on the racial
composition of all employees.
The impact of such
a ck nowledgement cannot be
ascertained until the hearing.
It is difficult to predict how
inclusive regulatory agency
public interest considerations
will become. Certainly it will be
difficult for a hearing examiner
to have the necessary knowledge
to decide all public interest
issues. But will the issues be any
more complex than those
decided by the judicial system?
Is there not a federal department
capable of clarifying any public
interest issue before a regulatory
agency? Since regulatory
agencies deal with huge amounts
of power, is not their decision's
effect on the public interest
more important than procedural
expediency? The more public
interest considerations to be
evaluated by a regulatory
agency, the less the agency is
likely to be regulated by the
industry it is supposedly
"regulating."
WANTED:
Used Books
He I p protect the
innocent and rehabilitate
the guilty-donate your
used law books and other
old textbooks, paperbacks,
and magazines, to your
favorite jail. To make it
easy for you, second year
evening student Jim Leone
will pick up the books and
deliver them to the Prince
Georges County Detention
Center, with an excess
going to other jails. Call
Jim during weekdays at
755-1719, or write your
name, address and phone
number on a slip of paper
and put it in locker 115
(second floor Law Center).
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Welcome Back
Grooving oriGrodes
by David Kaufman
"Mr. Carter, I understand you would like to work for our law
firm. You understand that we specialize in Tax, Corporate Law and
Securities Regulation?"
"Yes, sir."
"Since grades are our main criterion for hiring we always ask
applicants first what grades they received in these subjects. Could
you recite your grades in these areas, please?"
"I got a 58 in Federal Income Tax, a 56 in Corporations and a 59
in Securities Regulation."
"You're hired."
"Thanks, Dad. "
***
"Case dismissed. Mr. Phillips, you showe-d gross incompetence by
failing to make out a prima facie cases in your opening argument.
I'm .just curious, how well did you do in Civil Procedure at law
school?"
"I got an 85, your honor, which is an A."
"Counsel for the defense, Mr. Jones, you prepared such a
wonderful defense. What do you get in Civil Procedure at law
school?"
"A 73, your honor, which is a C. But I have rebutting evidence to
Mr. Phillip's testimony."
"Do you mean to say that you have proof that Mr. Phillip's A in
Civil Procedure does not demonstrate his proficiency in the area?"
"Exactly. Have you ever heard of a Professor D. C. Green at
George Washington University? .."
**-*
"What do we want? Grade Reform! When do we want it? Now!"
"What do we want? Grade Reform! When do we want it? Now!"
***
"Hey brother, join the movement to abolish grades. Law students
have been oppressed long enough. We're here to learn; not to get
good grades to impress those lousy law firms."
"Your whole idea is ridiculous. America is great because of the
competition bred by the capitalist system. Grading breeds
competition, and competition brings out a man's fullest potential. If
you don't mind I'd like to go over to the bulletin board. (Looks up
his grades on the board) Gee, I thought I did so well, and here I get a
58 in Civil Pro, a 61 in Property, and a 60 in Contracts. (Walks back
to picketers) What do I want? Grade Reform! When do I want it?
Now!"
***
"You pulling an all-nighter again, Sam? I thought you told me
this afternoon that you knew the course cold."
"I do." •
"Then why deprive yourself of all that sleep, making yourself a
nervous wreck?"
"Very simple, Fred. Just in case I do lousy on the exam I can say
that I really went all-out studying, that the bad grade does not
reflect any lack of effort on my part."
"That makes a lot of sense. I think I'll pull an all-nighter tonight,
too:'
"But you're finished with finals. You've got a job interview
tomorrow morning."
"I' know. Just in case I don't get the job I can say this failure does
not reflect any lack of effort on my part."
***
"What's the matter, J. Reid? You don't look too well."
"I don't feel well. My tooth is killing me so much I hardly can
stand it."
"Then why don't you lie down and take a nap. Also take a shot
of whiskey-that'll kill the pain."
"I'll do that later. Right now I'm in the perfect mood to grade
the Tax exams."
***
"Hey, Ollie, how'd you do this term?"
"Lousy again, Marty. Came out to a 67 average. How about
you?"
"Oh, I did pretty well. Got an 82 average, which is about par for
me. I hope you're not jealous or anything."
"No, Marty, I guess you've got what it takes. I can just see it
someday: Martin Ziontz, Chief Justice of the Supreme Court. With
my lousy grades I'll probably end up publishing law study aids under
the name 'Oliver Wendell Holmes, L.L.B: That's about all a lousy
student like myself can expect:'
David!
Anarchists!
I have been away for a while, but J have seen one brief newspaper
clipping on the Banzhaf tenure problem. I also have a copy of a
letter from Marion Harrison to you dated December 9.
It seems to me that the faculty has voted, and it would be
nothing short of anarchy to allow students to achieve upsetting of
faculty decisions by pressure or otherwise. I don't know Mr. Banzhaf
but I respect the faculty vote and I trust it holds the line.
Glen A. Wilkinson
Past President, GW Law Assn. 1966-68
Law Firm: Wilkinson, Cragun and Barker
Ed. Note: A few representative clients of Mr. Wilkinson's firm are:
Standard Oil of N.J. and California; Ford Motor Co., Assn. of
American Universities; Aircraft Assn. and Manufacturer Co.; many
radio and television stations and many trade associations.
QUOTES ...
From The Collection Of Stuart" Rawlings
"I've studied now philosophy
And Jurisprudence, medicine,
And even, alas! theology-
From end to end, with labor keen;
And here, poor fool! with all my lore
I stand no wiser than before:'
-Goethe's Faust
"Sweet are the uses of adversity,
Which, like the toad, ugly and venomous,
Wears yet a precious jewel in its head:'
-Shakespeare
"From such crooked wood as that which man
is made of, nothing straight can be fashioned:'
-Ksnt
"I don't mean to speak ill of a man
behind his back, but I believe the gentleman
was an attorney."
-Dr. Samuel Johnson
**********************************~~ ~
~ Have an opinion? an interest? it
~ a disagreement with the Advocate? it
~ WRITE FOR US!! Our policy is to be a reflection of the spectrum it
iC of law school ideas, and to fulfill that purpose ~
~ we need intersted people to respond. ~
~ , ~.*********************************~
Bar Review, Inc.
638-1955
412 Fifth Street, NWBRI
June 1970 D,C. Bar Exam 87% pass rate
Maryland Bar Exam 75% pass rate
DC
Starts March 6·May 1. Classes held every Saturday
afternoon from 2-5:30 p.m. Starting May 25·June
19 each class will be given twice a day. Ju ne
12-Ju ne 21, intensive schedu Ie.
VA
In preparation for June, ~71 Virginia Bar Exam.
Classes will be held in Charlottesville at U.Va.
Williamsburg at William and Mary and Washington,
D.C. at Georgetown.
In preparation for July, '71 Maryland Bar Exam.
Classes will be held in downtown Baltimore
beginning March 23 and June 1. Classes will also be
held in Silver Spring beginning June 1.
GW Student Rep: H. David Meyers, 638-1955..
